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Abstract
This study examines the influence of assurance, reliance, and compliance on customer satisfaction within the Islamic banking sector in Pakistan. The study utilized a quantitative research design to distribute structured questionnaires to customers and employees of Islamic banks, aiming to capture diverse perspectives on service quality. Data were analyzed using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) via Smart PLS to validate the relationships between the constructs based on the adapted SERVQUAL model. The findings demonstrate significant positive impacts of assurance, reliance, and compliance on customer satisfaction. Assurance was shown to instill confidence in customers; reliance underscored the importance of dependable banking operations, and compliance with Shariah laws was critical in aligning services with customers' ethical and religious expectations. These insights are precious for Islamic banks seeking to enhance customer satisfaction and loyalty in a competitive market. The study contributes to the existing literature by providing empirical evidence from the Pakistani context and suggesting practical implications for improving service delivery in Islamic banking. Limitations and directions for future research are also discussed, emphasizing the need for broader geographical coverage and longitudinal studies.
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Introduction
The landscape of global banking is witnessing the ascendant growth of Islamic finance, a sector that has consistently demonstrated resilience and robustness, especially evident during global economic downturns. According to Global Islamic Finance (Eshimov, 2023), assets within the Islamic finance sector are projected to exceed $3.8 trillion by 2023, underlining its significant economic impact and expanding footprint (Alshater et al., 2022). This growth is not confined to predominantly Muslim countries but spans globally, with substantial market activities in Europe, Asia, and the Americas, as investors seek ethical and financially stable banking alternatives (Eshimov, 2023; Tashkandi, 2023).
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Among countries pioneering in Islamic finance, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates stand out. Malaysia, for example, accounts for about 30% of global sukuk (Islamic bonds) issuances (Tashkandi, 2023). However, the rapid expansion in these countries highlights critical issues such as adherence to Shariah law, customer trust, and satisfaction—elements pivotal to Islamic banks' sustainability (Alshater et al., 2022). In Pakistan, Islamic banking assets have grown impressively, making up over 17% of the total banking sector assets. However, challenges remain in service quality and customer perceptions of Shariah compliance (State Bank of Pakistan, 2021).

Customer satisfaction, first rigorously conceptualized by Cardozo (1965) in his early work on customer effort, expectation, and satisfaction, remains a vital gauge of success in any industry, especially in Islamic banking (Hanif et al., 2024). It reflects the degree to which a customer's expectations of banking services are met or exceeded. In Islamic banking, this encompasses the traditional service delivery metrics and extends to the authenticity and rigor of Shariah compliance (Gulzar et al., 2021; Hanif et al., 2024).

The link between service quality—assurance, reliance, and compliance—and customer satisfaction is undeniable (Gulzar et al., 2021; Hanif et al., 2024). Poor performance banks in any of these areas can intensify into obvious issues affecting customer holding and the bank's status, which are critical in the competitive landscape of global (Eshimov, 2023) and local banking (Hassan et al., 2024). For instance, if banks do not adequately address these aspects of service, they risk losing customer trust, which is particularly detrimental in Islamic banking, where peace and honorable financial dealings are paramount (Hassan et al., 2024).

The consequence of confidence, reliance, and fulfillment as variables is underscored by their potential to improve service quality perceptions notably (Khan et al., 2020) and thereby enhance overall customer satisfaction (Khan et al., 2021). Assurance in the competence of bank staff, the consistency of banking functions, and strict adherence to Shariah doctrines foster a strong customer relationship (Tashkandi, 2023) and augment the institution's credibility and operational integrity (Khuan, 2024). For example, increasing transparency by procedures can directly boost customer confidence and satisfaction, referring to global and local concerns about the accuracy of Islamic banking practices (Khusnah & Soewarno, 2024).

Assessments from the preceding literature imply that while these service quality variables are integral, their isolated enhancement without a strategic, holistic approach may not determine the deeper issues of customer disappointment (Kim et al., 2022). A balanced focus on all aspects—assurance, reliance, and compliance—tailored to customer expectations and Shariah requirements is essential for mitigating risks related to customer trust and retention (Mahmood et al., 2023).

The problem statement for this study surfaces from a manifest gap in the complete empirical examination of how assurance, reliability, and compliance specifically influence customer satisfaction in Pakistan's Islamic banking sector (Saeed, 2019). This study is novel in its application of an integrated service value framework within the Pakistani context (Saeed, 2019), a market with significant growth potential yet alternated in terms of detailed customer satisfaction analysis (Saeed et al., 2023).

This research decides itself from previous considerations by employing a mixed-method approach that combines quantitative assessments with qualitative perceptions, providing a richer understanding of the dynamics at play (Wang et al., 2023). Furthermore, it applies expanded statistical tools and a more granular examination of customer connections compared to the broader strokes of earlier research (Mahmood et al., 2023).

The results aid valuable insights into how improving service quality dimensions can directly impact customer compensation (Adnan et al., 2023). For policymakers and Islamic bank managers, these conclusions suggest actionable strategies for improving service delivery and
compliance, ultimately leading to higher patron retention rates and more robust obedience to Shariah law (Ishfaq et al., 2024).

The remainder of this paper is formed as follows: Following this primer, the methodology section outlines the research design and data collection processes (Afandi, 2023). The subsequent sections represent detailed analysis results, discuss these in the context of existing theories and prior studies, and conclude with suggestions for industry stakeholders (Ahmed et al., 2022).

Literature Review

Customer Satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is a critical performance indicator within the service industry, reflecting the complex interplay between customer expectations and the perceived quality of the service received (Tashkandi, 2023). Customer satisfaction transcends traditional banking metrics in Islamic banking, encapsulating how services align with Islamic principles (Alshater et al., 2022). It serves as a barometer for measuring service efficiency, ethical congruence, and religious compliance, which are crucial for customer retention and the sustainability of Islamic banks (Eshimov, 2023).

Customer Satisfaction in Islamic Banking

The consequence of customer satisfaction in Islamic banking is delicate because of the unique requirements of Shariah law, which guides all banking activities (Hanif et al., 2024). Findings show that customer satisfaction in Islamic banks notably influences customer loyalty (Mahmood et al., 2023) and their commitment to recommend the bank to others, which is vital in a market where competition with conventional banks is intense (Eshimov, 2023). Moreover, as Islamic banking grows globally, maintaining high satisfaction levels develops vital for attracting and retaining a diverse client base that values ethical and devout compliance in economic transactions (Khan & Ali, 2018; Khan, Ali et al., 2019).

Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction

Extensive research has confirmed a strong link between service superiority and customer satisfaction in the banking sector (Ishfaq et al., 2024). In Islamic banking, service quality dimensions such as compliance, assurance, and reliability are particularly pivotal (Eshimov, 2023). Compliance with Shariah laws ensures that financial operations meet legal standards and align with ethical and religious expectations, impacting customer satisfaction significantly (Rehman, Iqbal, et al., 2023). Assurance and reliability reflect the bank's ability to deliver services competently and consistently, which is critical for building trust and satisfaction among customers who prioritize financial and religious fidelity (Tashkandi, 2023).

Literature Gap

While existing studies widely document the direct impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in Islamic banking, there remains to be more research focusing on the combined effects of assurance, reliability, and particularly compliance with Shariah law on customer satisfaction (Hanif et al., 2024). Most studies have yet to adequately separate the impact of these particular dimensions in environments with stringent religious undertones, like Islamic banking. Moreover, there needs to be more understanding of how these factors interact mutually to influence customer satisfaction rather than individually (Tashkandi, 2023).

Given the recognized gaps, the problem statement for this study is formulated as follows: There is insufficient understanding of how the combined scopes of assurance, dependability, and Shariah compliance influence customer satisfaction in the Islamic banking context,
predominantly within the unique socio-economic landscape of Pakistan (Alshater et al., 2022; Ishfaq et al., 2024).

**Theoretical Framework**
The SERVQUAL model provides the theoretical basis for this study, adapted to include dimensions particularly relevant to Islamic banking (Saeed et al., 2023). The model suggests that service quality is a precursor to customer satisfaction and postulates that higher quality perceptions lead to greater satisfaction levels (Rehman et al., 2023). Based on this model and the specificities of Islamic banking, the following hypotheses are proposed:

- **H1**: Assurance in Islamic banking positively influences customer satisfaction.
- **H2**: Reliability in service delivery positively influences customer satisfaction in Islamic banking.
- **H3**: Compliance with Shariah laws positively influences customer satisfaction in Islamic banking.

---

**Methodology**

**Population and Sampling**
The study focuses on customers and employees of Islamic banks in Pakistan, constituting a dual-segment population where each group represents a unique perspective on service quality and satisfaction (Q Wang et al., 2023). A stratified random sampling technique was employed to ensure proportional representation from both segments, enhancing the generalizability of the findings across different customer and employee demographics (Rehman, Khan, et al., 2023).

**Data Collection Process**
A structured questionnaire was utilized to collect data. The questionnaire comprised items adapted from the SERVQUAL model, modified to include aspects relevant to Islamic banking, such as Shariah compliance.

**Type of Respondents**: The survey targeted two main respondent groups:
1. Customers of Islamic banks (external customers)
2. Employees of Islamic banks (internal customers)

**Distribution Methods**
- **Email**: Questionnaires were sent to registered email addresses of customers and employees.
- **Post**: For respondents with no email access, physical copies were mailed.
• **Google Forms**: An online version of the questionnaire was shared via bank websites and social media.
• **WhatsApp Links**: Direct messages with survey links were sent to potential respondents.
• **Physical Visits**: Bank representatives distributed questionnaires during customer service hours at branches.

**Importance of Respondents**: These respondents are imperative as they provide perceptions from both the service recipient and provider perspectives, essential for a comprehensive compassion of the service quality dynamic contrast in Islamic banking. Prior studies have highlighted the importance of engaging both groups to assess service quality holistically (Hair Jnr et al., 2010).

**No-response Bias Calculation**
To value the potential for no-response bias, a Levene’s test for equality of variances was conducted, followed by t-tests to compare respondents who participated through different methods:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Levene 's Test F Value</th>
<th>Levene 's Test Sig.</th>
<th>T-test T Value</th>
<th>T-test DF</th>
<th>T-test Sig. (2-Tailed)</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Std. Error Difference</th>
<th>95% Conf. Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email vs. Post</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>(-0.22, 0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email vs. Physical</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>(-0.13, 0.29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results indicate no significant variance in responses across different distribution methods, suggesting minimal no-response bias.

**Common Method Bias**
To address potential common method bias, Harman’s single-factor test was conducted, and the results will be discussed in detail in the discussion section.

**Construct Measurement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha (α)</th>
<th>Means (SD)</th>
<th>Factor Loading Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>4.1 (0.76)</td>
<td>0.70 - 0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>3.9 (0.82)</td>
<td>0.65 - 0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>4.0 (0.80)</td>
<td>0.68 - 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>4.2 (0.78)</td>
<td>0.72 - 0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results confirm the reliability and initial convergent validity of the constructs, as all Cronbach’s Alpha values are well above the acceptable threshold of 0.70, and factor loadings are robust, indicating that each item adequately represents its respective construct.
Data Analysis
Before the full-scale deployment of the questionnaire, a pretest was conducted with a select group of 30 participants, comprising both customers and employees of Islamic banks (Hanif et al., 2024). This initial testing phase aimed to refine the questionnaire for clarity, relevance, and effectiveness in capturing the intended data (Khan, Hussain, et al., 2019). Feedback from participants helped identify ambiguous questions and complex wording (Hair et al., 2013), which were subsequently revised to enhance the comprehensiveness and understandability of the survey (Qifan Wang et al., 2023).

Pilot Testing
Following the pretest adjustments, a pilot study was carried out with 50 participants to statistically validate the survey instrument and to preview the data collection process (Khan, Hussain, et al., 2019). This stage was crucial for testing the reliability of the constructs and the functionality of the survey distribution methods (Hair et al., 2013). The table below outlines the results from the pilot testing, which indicate the internal consistency and initial factor loadings for each construct.

Table 3: Results of pilot testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha (α)</th>
<th>Means (SD)</th>
<th>Factor Loading Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>4.1 (0.76)</td>
<td>0.70 - 0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>3.9 (0.82)</td>
<td>0.65 - 0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>4.0 (0.80)</td>
<td>0.68 - 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>4.2 (0.78)</td>
<td>0.72 - 0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results demonstrate strong internal reliability for all constructs as specified by high Cronbach’s Alpha values. Factor loadings also advise good item reliability and initial validity, as all loadings are well above the commonly accepted threshold of 0.50.

Reliability and Convergent Validity
The reliability and convergent validity of the constructs were advance valued using Composite Reliability (CR) and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) respectively. Together metrics are critical in verifying that the constructs are not only reliable within themselves but also that they capture a significant portion of the variance in the observed variables. CR values for all constructs exceeded 0.70, indicating excellent internal consistency (Hair Jnr et al., 2010). Similarly, AVE values were all above 0.50, confirming adequate convergent validity, which signifies that a majority of the variance in the items is explained by their respective constructs (Hair et al., 2013).

Discriminant Validity
Discriminant validity was evaluated by matching the square root of the AVE of each construct with the inter-construct correlations. According to the Fornell-Larcker criterion, discriminant validity is established when the square root of the AVE for each construct is greater than the correlations concerning that construct and any other.

Table 4: Discriminant Validity Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Assurance</th>
<th>Reliance</th>
<th>Compliance</th>
<th>Customer Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The square roots of the AVEs (diagonal entries) are greater than the off-diagonal values in their respective rows and columns, confirming that each construct shares more variance with its own measures than with those of the other constructs, thus establishing discriminant validity.

**Measurement and Structural Model**

With the measurement model validated, attention shifts to the structural model, which involves examining the hypothesized associations between the constructs (Alshater et al., 2022; Khan, Yaseen, et al., 2019). Analysis of the structural model focuses on assessing the intensity and meaning of path coefficients, which afford insights into the impact of assurance, reliance, and compliance on customer satisfaction (Alshater et al., 2022). This examination uses bootstrapping techniques to estimate the standard errors and t-values for the path coefficients, ensuring robust inference. Initial results indicate significant positive relationships across all hypothesized paths, underscoring the predictive importance and explanatory power of the model in the context of Islamic banking customer satisfaction (Hanif et al., 2024).

The findings from this robust methodological approach provide a detailed insight into the dynamics of service quality and its impact on customer satisfaction within Islamic banks, offering substantial implications for both theory and practice (Tashkandi, 2023).

**Results and Discussion of Hypotheses Testing**

**Hypothesis 1 (H1): Assurance positively influences customer satisfaction in Islamic banks.** The results indicate a compelling positive association between assurance and customer satisfaction with a path coefficient of 0.34. The high t-value of 4.90, well above the critical threshold of 1.96, confirms the statistical significance of this relationship (Afzal & Rafiq, 2021). Previous literature has always emphasized the importance of assurance in service sectors, particularly in banking where trust and defense are paramount (Adnan et al., 2023). This finding confirms the notion that the ability of bank staff to instill confidence in their customers is crucial for enhancing satisfaction in the context of Islamic banking (Afaneh, 2024).

**Hypothesis 2 (H2): Reliance positively influences customer satisfaction in Islamic banks.**

This hypothesis was also supported, with a path coefficient of 0.29 and a t-value of 3.87. Reliability, or the reliability of services, has been shown to be a critical determinant of customer satisfaction in numerous studies (Ahmed et al., 2022). This result aligns with the belief that constant and dependable banking operations are essential for customer satisfaction, especially in an environment (Asikhia, 2010) where financial transactions are guided by religious principles (Afaneh, 2024).

**Hypothesis 3 (H3): Compliance with Shariah laws positively influences customer satisfaction in Islamic banks.**

The path coefficient for accordance was 0.38, with a t-value of 5.15, indicating a strong positive impact on customer satisfaction. This emphasizes the unique aspect of Islamic banking where adherence to Shariah laws is not just a regulatory requirement but a crucial factor changing customer satisfaction (Asif et al., 2021). Compliance assures customers that their financial activities align with their religious and ethical values.
**Table 5: Hypotheses testing results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>t-Value</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Assurance → Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Reliance → Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Compliance → Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

The basal focus of this study was to explore how assurance, reliance, and compliance influence customer satisfaction in the rapidly flourishing sector of Islamic banking in Pakistan (Asikhia, 2010). By applying a shaped questionnaire and using SERVQUAL dimensions adapted for Islamic banking, the study aimed to provide deeper insight into these relationships (Khalil & Khalil, 2017).

The hypotheses developed based on the SERVQUAL model were supported, indicating significant positive relationships between all three independent variables—assurance, reliance, and compliance—and client satisfaction (Khan et al., 2022). The statistical analysis employed Smart PLS, which provided robust measures of path coefficients and their significance, supporting the theoretical model proposed.

The contribution of this study lies in its nuanced exploration of specific factors crucial in the context of Islamic banking (Tashkandi, 2023). By highlighting the importance of Shariah compliance alongside traditional service quality factors like assurance and reliability, this research provides valuable insights that can help Islamic banks enhance their strategic focus on customer satisfaction (Ishfaq et al., 2024).

The implications of this study are significant for policymakers and bank managers. It underscores the need for Islamic banks to focus on the functional aspects of banking and ensure that all operations adhere strictly to Shariah principles to enhance customer satisfaction and loyalty (Eshamov, 2023).

However, the study has limitations (Hanif et al., 2024). The sample was confined to urban areas of Pakistan, and future research could expand to include rural and semi-urban populations to test the generalizability of the findings (Tashkandi, 2023). Additionally, the dynamic nature of customer expectations suggests a need for ongoing research to track changes over time (Alshater et al., 2022).

Future studies should consider longitudinal designs to assess how changes in banking services and regulatory environments affect customer satisfaction over time. Moreover, exploring the mediating roles of digital technology and customer education in the relationship between service quality and customer satisfaction could offer further depth to understanding customer dynamics in Islamic banking.
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